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DESIGN ADVISORY PANEL SUBMISSION PROCESS & REQUIREMENTS 
1. Schedule a Design Advisory Panel review date with the Design Advisory Panel Liaison. 

 
2. At least two weeks prior to the scheduled Panel meeting, provide via email to the Design Advisory Panel 

Liaison the completed Submission Form and required drawings in PDF format.  Incomplete applications will 
be returned for revision.  Applications deemed incomplete by the Liaison may result in the loss of the 
scheduled meeting date if not returned complete within the above time frame. 

 
3. Concept Plan and Sketch Plan applications must include the following, at a minimum: 

• Property location plan showing three-block context radius  
• Illustrative site plan showing two-block context radius 
• Perspective images of all building faces from a 3-D model that show the proposal in the built context, as well 

as with nearby buildings approved by the Planning Board.  (Bring the 3-D model to the Panel review.) 
• 3-D building massing diagrams illustrating: 

o both strict conformance with the design guidelines and the proposed design, indicating where the proposal 
does not conform and how the alternative treatments meet the intent of the guidelines 

o the maximum standard method of development density on site 
o the maximum mapped density on site 

• Precedent images showing scale, architectural character, materiality, etc. (Concept & Sketch Plans only). 
 

Except as noted, Site Plan applications must include all of the above, as well as, at a minimum: 
• Floor plans for parking level(s), ground floor, typical floor, roof, and unique conditions 
• Building/site sections showing full adjacent street sections with opposite building face 
• Elevations for each façade 
• Key perspective views expressing character of the building elevations and streetscape.  
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DESIGN GUIDELINES CONFORMANCE 
The primary goal of the DAP is to provide advice and recommendations that will heighten design excellence and improve 
the quality of architecture, urban design, and landscape architecture in Downtown Bethesda.  Simple compliance with the 
numerical standards in the Design Guidelines does not in itself achieve Design Excellence. 

STREET TYPE(S):______________________________________________________________________________ 

Recommended Provided Alternative Compliance? 

Sidewalk Zone 

Planting/Furnishing Zone 

Pedestrian Though Zone 

Frontage Zone 

Building Placement 

Build-to Line (from street curb) 

Building Form 

Base Height 

Step-Back 

DOES THE PROJECT INCLUDE A THROUGH-BLOCK CONNECTION OR TRAIL?    Yes  No 
• If yes, please provide sectional diagrams demonstrating conformance with Section 2.1.9 of the Guidelines

DOES THE PROJECT INCLUDE A SECTOR-PLAN RECOMMENDED PARK OR OPEN SPACE?  Yes    No 
• If yes, please provide diagrams demonstrating conformance with Section 2.2 of the Guidelines

BUILDING FORM 
Recommended Provided Alternative Compliance? 

Tower 

Separation Distance 45-60’

Step-Back Per Street Type 

Bulk Reduction Methods 

IS THE PROJECT LOCATED IN A DISTRCT IDENTIFIED IN CHAPTER 3 OF THE DESIGN GUIDELINES? 
  Yes     No 

• If yes, please provide diagrams demonstrating conformance with the District-Specific Guidelines

EXCEPTIONAL DESIGN POINTS REQUESTED (MIN: 10, MAX: 30):_______________ 
• 10 Points: Generally consistent with the Design Guidelines and meets four of the CR Guideline Criteria
• 20 Points: Superlative design that in a uniquely compelling way meets the Design Guidelines or overcomes a

significant site or similar constraint; a top example of design within Montgomery County
• 30 Points: Singular design that exemplifies the highest intent of the Design Guidelines and may be considered a

top example of design within the Mid-Atlantic region
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7749 Old Georgetown Road 
Design Advisory Panel Submittal 

 
I. Brief Project Description and Urban Design Concept  
 
Stonebridge (the "Applicant") is seeking approval for development of a mixed-use project with 
up to 240,000 square feet of multi-family residential uses (including 15% Moderately Priced 
Dwelling Units, or “MPDUs”), up to 6,000 square feet of ground-floor retail uses, underground 
parking, and private amenities (the “Project”). The Project will be located on ±0.43 acres of tract 
area, comprising several assembled parcels that front on Old Georgetown Road and St. Elmo 
Avenue, in the Woodmont Triangle District (as defined in the Approved and Adopted Downtown 
Bethesda Sector Plan – “Sector Plan”) of Downtown Bethesda (the “Property”).  The Property is 
zoned CR-5.0, C-5.0, R-5.0, H-175 within the Bethesda Overlay Zone.  
 
The assembled Property is improved with several underutilized retail and office buildings that 
frame the prominent intersection of Old Georgetown Road and St. Elmo Avenue. The Property 
has proximity to a mix of commercial, civic, and recreational uses, including a mix of retail uses 
in the Woodmont Triangle District to the northeast, Bethesda Elementary School to the west, the 
Garden Plaza office building to the southwest, and Connie Morella Library and Caroline 
Freeland Urban Park to the south along Arlington Road. Several mixed-use residential high-rise 
buildings are located to the east along St. Elmo Avenue, including the St. Elmo Apartments 
project presently under construction. This Project will continue the trend of replacing 
underutilized commercial uses with a more urban, transit-oriented development that enhances the 
public realm and economic competitiveness of the Bethesda CBD.  
 
The Project promotes a number of the goals and recommendations of the Sector Plan, with the 
most notable being the following: creating visually distinctive buildings, improved and enhanced 
intersections, and providing integrated retail and residential uses. The goal of the Project is to 
create a focal point when entering Bethesda that uses a unique, articulated, and integrated 
“chevron” design to create a visually distinctive building.  The articulated façade is developed to 
break down the building into visually appealing proportions that promote the ideal base, middle, 
top design concept. The “chevron” breaks down the scale of the building, connects planes and 
layers from top to bottom, provides setbacks, recess and helps maximize views toward the 
northwest. All this together ties the building into the visual public realm and enhances the 
pedestrian experience. 
 
 
II. Alternative Treatments  
 
The Project is located on a small, narrow corner property that is directly adjacent to a 4-story 
parking garage and 12-story tower to the south.  The size and depth of the Property adversely 
impacts the developable area of the Project when strictly applying the Design Guidelines. The 
goal for the Project is to find an alternative way to break down the scale of the building by 
utilizing the guidelines and form a human-scaled building that is creative, integrated, and 
connected.  In order to design a building that is connected from bottom to top, create a base, 
middle, and top massing and proportion, and seamlessly integrate indoor and outdoor spaces, the 
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Project is utilizing several of the recommended methods to reduce bulk and create a unique, 
timeless, and iconic building, including: limiting tower footprint, use of unique geometry, 
varying tower heights, modulating and articulating the façade, and limiting apparent face. 
Several alternative treatments are described in greater detail below. 
 
Tower Step-Back on Old Georgetown Road  
 
As mentioned above, the Project is utilizing many methods recommended to reduce the bulk of 
the building because of the compromised site.  The Project’s proximity to the 10-story building 
to the south requires a 22.5-foot building setback on the south side.  This setback limits the tower 
footprint and apparent face of facade on Old Georgetown Road that is anchored by the corner 
tower element.  By integrating the corner architecture with the interwoven “chevron” design, the 
tower’s unique geometry also helps reduce the apparent face of the tower façade, breaking down 
the overall scale of the Old Georgetown Road façade.  Adjacent to the corner, a 0- to 5-foot 
setback is provided to create a “base” and help enforce the verticality of the corner element.  
Because of the limited footprint of the façade on Old Georgetown Road, the “shoulder” of the 
tower is integrated and connected as part of the overall tower element through setbacks, recesses, 
and balconies.  This creates a focal point at this important corner and an appropriate proportion 
for the tower.  Any additional setback further separates the corner element from the rest of the 
tower creating a proportion that is too narrow. 
 
Tower Step-Back on St. Elmo Avenue  
 
As mentioned above, the Project is utilizing many methods recommended to reduce the bulk of 
the building because of the compromised site.  On St. Elmo Avenue, the Project is using an 
interwoven “chevron” design that connects the building from top to bottom, but is broken down 
to provide a base, middle, and top proportion by removing layers and integrating setbacks, 
recesses, and balconies.  Within these layers, the Project is providing areas that achieve the 
desired 10-foot setback at the base, but in an alternative way by using unique geometry.  This 
unique geometry allows the Project to create additional outdoor space and limits the apparent 
face of the façade on this elevation while providing that 10-foot setback at the base level.  
Additionally, the layering of the façade also creates a 5- to 10-foot setback when you reach the 
“top” of the building.  By using the unique, articulated façade, the Project results in a seamless 
and creatively appealing way to provide the desired building proportions, but also achieves the 
recommended setbacks at several levels throughout the Project.  
 
 
III. Exceptional Design Public Benefit Points Requested and Brief Description 
 
The Applicant is seeking 20 public benefit points for design excellence on the basis that the 
Project satisfies and achieves the six identified criteria in the CR Zone Incentive Density 
Implementation Guidelines. The Applicant’s justification for 20 public benefit points is as 
follows: 
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Providing innovative solutions in response to the immediate context 
 
Due to the Project’s prominent corner location, the St. Elmo Ave. and Old Georgetown Rd. 
facades will be featured prominently as you enter Downtown Bethesda from the North and West.  
With this in mind, the Project focuses on activating both of those facades with a unique, 
articulated, interwoven design that wraps the building, creates a base, middle, and top proportion, 
and culminates in expressing a tower at the corner.  Creating a tall visual element at the corner 
anchors the corner and establishes this intersection as the Gateway coming into Bethesda.  Tall, 
18-foot retail space will be featured prominently at the corner at this location to promote 
transparency and activity, enhancing the pedestrian experience at this gateway to the vibrant 
Woodmont Triangle District.  Because of its location at the corner, the garage entrance and 
loading are located as far away as possible up St. Elmo. Ave. to alleviate any congestion issues 
and favor the pedestrian experience.  The remainder of the ground floor will be populated with 
the Project’s residential lobby and amenity spaces to further support visual connections and 
encourage activity along the street. 
 
Creating a sense of place and serves as a landmark 
 
The Project is located at the four-way intersection of Old Georgetown Rd., Wilson Ln., St. Elmo 
Ave., and Arlington Rd., and the Project features prominently as you enter Bethesda from the 
North and West.  The highly visible St. Elmo Ave. façade is designed to be a highly interwoven 
and integrated façade using unique design elements that break the building down into the base, 
middle, and top proportion and seamlessly extend to the corner to create a tower element that 
anchors the corner of this highly visible intersection.  Because of the height of this project and 
the lower heights of the buildings to the north, this unique façade will be a visual landmark as 
you approach from the North.  The architecture blends throughout the building and creates an 
overall proportion that connects the Project from top to bottom, using unique and innovative 
forms and architecture, and that breaks down into a pedestrian scale at the ground floor, creating 
a sense of place and destination at this gateway intersection of the Bethesda CBD. 
 
Enhancing the public realm in a distinct and original manner 
 
The high visibility and location of the Property promotes the Project as a destination landmark of 
Downtown Bethesda, serving as a visual beacon and gateway into the Woodmont Triangle 
District.  Using unique and distinctive architecture not only helps enhance the public realm, but 
using a design concept that connects the Project from top to bottom anchors the whole building 
to the street and promotes the pedestrian experience. 
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Introducing materials, forms or building methods unique to the immediate vicinity or applied 
in a unique way 
 
The Project features an interwoven “chevron” design that integrates setbacks, recesses, and 
balconies and creates a layered façade that expresses a proportional top, middle, and base for the 
Project.  This design is unique to the area and utilizes many of the recommended guidelines to 
reduce the bulk of the building in a whole new and innovative way, while still achieving the 
overall design goals of the guidelines.  Using different materials and colors to help emphasize 
these moves will further elevate the form and massing of the Project. 
 
Designing compact, infill development so living, working and shopping environments are 
more pleasurable and desirable on a site. 
 
As mentioned above, the Project sits on a compact site that limits the building footprint because 
of its adjacency to its neighbors and the intersection.  The architecture is highly articulated from 
top to bottom to connect the building to the public realm and promote the pedestrian experience.  
Integrated balconies throughout the façade and outdoor rooftop amenity space encourages an 
active indoor and outdoor building experience.  The Project is a mixed-use building featuring 
commercial space at the prominent corner, which is flanked on either side by the Project’s 
residential lobby and amenity space.  Integrating all those uses with views toward the streets will 
encourage activation and activity throughout the day.  
 
Integrating low-impact development methods into the overall design of the site and building 
beyond green building or site requirements 
 
The Project is located in the high-performance area of the BOZ, and the building will strive to 
integrate low-impact development methods into the Project. The “chevron” helps provide 
additional daylighting into the unit by angling towards the west while the unique geometry of 
this element also helps provide additional shadows and shading that will help the building with 
solar heat gain. The Project is meeting the required 35% green cover through use of intensive 
green roof and tree canopy. In addition to integrated private balconies, the Project will also 
include a large outdoor amenity space at the roof to enhance the indoor/outdoor experience.   
 
IV. Conclusion  
 
This Sketch Plan submission to the DAP addresses how the massing and overall site design of 
the Project meets the intent and goals of the Design Guidelines.  The submission also 
demonstrates how the conceptual design of the Project complies with the Exceptional Design 
public benefit points criteria. 
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design goals

-  achieve the design goals of the bethesda plan
   and provide a dynamic, sustainable, and inclusive
   signature address through:

   -  building placement
   -  street activation
   -  base variation and articulation
   -  corner treatment
   -  reduction of bulk
   -  tower top design

-  create a signature residential tower that is
   scaled, approachable, engages and enhances
   the pedestrian experience, and becomes an
   iconic moment when entering downtown bethesda
   from the north and west
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garage and loading located
at rear of building, away from
street intersection

garage and loading entrances
integrated with facade

retail, lobby, and amenity
spaces with transparency
line ground floor to maintain
active building edge

continuous tree canopy
to greatest extent feasible

garage and loading located
near each other to minimize
where pedestrian through
zone crosses driveways
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balconies and terraces
face street

transparent facades at
lobby, retail, and amenity
to encourage visual
connections

plane changes create
breaks and shadow lines



building tower full height
expressed on important
street corner

transparent facades at
base with retail at corner
to activate space

signature corner tower
design provides focal
point when approaching
downtown from the north
and from the west
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tower step-backs across
majority of building
frontage

building tower full height
expressed on important
street corner

angled tower step-backs
increase visual interest

0-10' setback

5'-10' setback



angled facades and
plane changes provide
dynamic views and allow
for balconies

angled facades help to
limit apparent face of
building and reduce
perceived bulk

unique chevron geometry
adds visual interest and
reduces perceived bulk
of upper floors

varying heights of facade
elements helps to scale
back building as rises



unique design of tower
top provides iconic,
welcoming image when
approaching downtown

rooftop amenity spaces
contribute to expressive
tower top and continue
angled facade design
from below

open architecture at top
corner reduces perceived
bulk of tower
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projecting and recessed
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material changes
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g1 level plan 1st floor plan



2nd-6th floor plan 7th-14th floor plan



15th-17th floor plan penthouse plan



transverse building section longitudinal building section
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